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CHAPTER 903

EVIDENCE -PRESUMPTIONS.

90303 Presumptions in criminal cases..903 Ol Presumptions in general .

NOTE: Ex tens i ve commentsby the Judicial CouncilCommittee and the Fed- establ is hes guilt or i s an element of th e offense or, negatives a
eral Ad visory Committee are printed with chs. 901 to 911 in 59 W (2d) . The court defense, the,judge shall instruct the jury that its existence must, ondid not adopt thecomm e nts butordered them printed with the rule s for infoema-
nonpurposesn all the evidence, be proved beyond a reasonable doubt .

History: Sup. Ct Order, 59 W (2d) RI, R56 (19'73)
903 .01 Presumptions in general. Except as provided Presumptions in criminal cases discussed .. Genova v State, 91 W (2d) 595, 283

,by statute, a presumption recognized at common law or created by NW (2d)483 (et. App. 1979)
IInstructions on intent created mandatory rebuttable presumption which shiftedstatute', including statutory provisions that certain basic facts are burden of production to defendant ; but not burden of persuasion . Muller v' State, 94

prima facie evidence of other facts, imposes on the party relying w (2d) a~, 2s9 NW` (2d) 570 (i9so) .
on the presumption the burden of proving the basic facts, but once instruction to jury improperly placed upon accusedbuiden of proving lackof intent
the basic facts are found to exist the presumption imposes on the to kill scam v SchulZ, 102W (2d) 423, 307 NW (2ci) i51(198i),See note to 346 . .63, citing State v Vick,104 W (2d) 6'78, 312 NW (2d) 489 (1981))
party against whom it i s directed thee burden Of pTOVlrig that the Instructiononintoxicauondefensedidnotshiftburdenofproof'todefendant .State
nonexistence of the presumed fact is more probable than its exis- v Heasnom, ios w (2d) 532> 322 NW (2d) 513 (Cc,App. 1982)
teriCO. Jury instructions on intoxication defense, viewed as a whole, did not impermissibly

Histo ry : Sup Ct. Order, 59 W (2d) RI, R41 (19'73) : shift burden of persuasion on issue of intent to defendant Barrera v . State, 109 W

See note to 856 .13, citing in re Estate of Malnaz, 73 W(2d)192, 192,243 NW (2d) 435 (Zd)' 324, 325 NW (2d) 722 (1982) .

This section does not apply to presumption in favor of traveling employes under See note to 940 09, citing State v Caibaiosai, 122 W (2d) 58'7, 363 NW (2d) 574
102 03 (1) (~ Goranson v DILHR, 94,W (2d) 537, 289 NW (2d) 270 (1980) . (1985) .

Instruction which required jury to find presumed fact necessary for conviction vio-
903.03 Presumptions in crim inal cases. (1) SCOPE -222 1985 d was not harmless error, State v . Dye ss, 124 W (2d) 525, 370 NW (2d)

Except as otherwise provided by statute, in criminal cases, pre- sacidsaom ertor was harmless . stare v zetenka,130 W (2d) 34, 3s7 Nw (2d) 55
.sumptions against an accused, recognized at common law of cre- (1986)

3ated by statute, including statutory provisions th at certain facts are A defendant h as a burden of production to come forward with some evidence of
a negative defense to warrant jury consideration . State v. Pettit,171 W (2d) 627,492

prima facie evidence of other' facts or of guilt, ale governed by this NW ,(2d) 633 (cc, App . 1992)
TU10„ In case in which intent is element of crime charged, ju ry instruction, "the law pre-

sumesthat aperson intends theordinazyconsequencesofhisvoluntazyacts,"uncon-
(Z) SUBMISSION TO JURY The judge is not authorized to direct sptutionallyrelieves state from proving every element, Sandstrom v . Montana, 442

the,jury to find a presumed fact against the accused .. When the pre- US 510 (1979)_
sumed fact establishes guilt or- is an elemen t of the offense or neg3- Instructional error under Sandstrom can never be harmless Connecticut v . 7ohn-
tives adefense,. the judge may submit the question of` guilt or of son, 460 US 73 (1983)
the existence of the presumed fact to the jury, if, but only if, a rea- Sandsuom error wasn't harmless Francis v Franklin, 471 US 30'7 ( 1 985) .

Hazmless error rule applied in case involving Sandsuom violation., Rose v Clark,
sonable juror on the evidence as a whole, including the evidence 478 US 570 (1986))
of the basic facts, could find guilt ox- the presumed fact beyond a Prosecutor's argument to jury that "man intends natural and probable conse-
reasonable :doubt When the, presumedd fact has a lesser effect, its quences of his intentional acts" did not prejudice accused .. Mattes v Gagnon, 700 F
existence may be submitted to the jury if the basic facts are sup- (Za) 1096 (1983)

:,
Permissive intent instruction was rational as aid to jury in weighing circumstantial

ported by substantial evidence, or are otherwise established, evidence of intent Lampkins v . Gagnon ; 710 F (2d) 374 (1983))
unless the evidence as a'whole negatives the existence of the pre- Instruction tojury that law presumes person intends all natural, probable, and usual
S Uri18d fBCt, consequences of his deliberate acts' where there are no circumstances to rebut pre-sumption unconstitutionally shifted burden of proof to defendant : Dreske v . Wis

(3) INSTRUCTING THE JURY. Whenever' the existence of a pre- Department of Health and Social Services, 483 F Supp 783 (1980))
sumed factt against the accused is submitted to the, jury, the judge ' Presumptive: intent jury instructions after Sandsuom 1980 WLR 366..
shall g ive an in struction that the law declares that t he ;jury may After Sand§hom : The constitutionality of Presumptions that shift the burden of
regard the basic facts as sufficient evidence of the presumed fact production 1981 wLx 519 .

Restricting the admission of psychiatric testimony on a defendant's mental state :
but does not require it to do so . In addition, if the . presumed fact Wisconsin's Steel curtain 19si wLR 733
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